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Introduction

The Tenth meeting of the Conference of Parties (COP10) to the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) was held in October 2010 in Nagoya. Just before the COP10 began, representatives of indigenous peoples who were to participate in the COP10 held a pre-conference to devise a strategy at Chukyo University. I was involved in hosting this pre-conference. This experience has made me aware of the necessity to analyze how far indigenous peoples’ claims were accepted in the Nagoya Protocol and what kind of difficulties are there in realizing their claims. This article mainly
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deals with these issues.

There are already a few researches which focus on the status of indigenous peoples’ rights in the Nagoya Protocol. Most of them, however, are conducted by scholars in the fields of environmental law, and very few of them are by human rights scholars. Besides, although, in 2014, the CBD COP12 made an important decision regarding indigenous peoples that is likely to have an influence on the implementation of the Nagoya Protocol, it has not drawn much academic attention so far. This article, therefore, firstly overviews the development of indigenous peoples’ rights in international human rights law and then analyzes the Nagoya Protocol and the CBD COP12 decision from their point of view. The aim of this article is to clarify limitations and possibilities of the Nagoya Protocol from the perspective of indigenous peoples’ rights.

I. Preparatory study on indigenous peoples’ rights

1. The concept of indigenous peoples

Before getting to the main point, I would like to refer to the


\[ See, \text{for example, Toshiaki Sonohara and Hideaki Uemura, “Senj uminzoku To Seibutsu Tayousei: Seibutsu Tayousei Jouyaku Dai 10 Kai Teiyakukoku Kaigi No Seika Wo Gaikann Suru Indigenous} \]
question of who indigenous peoples are. Although Cobo’s working
definition of indigenous peoples was widely accepted by UN bod-
ies, the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples UN
Declaration does not provide any definition of them. The lack of
definition in the UN Declaration is derived from the appearance
of indigenous peoples who are not necessarily covered by Cobo’s
working definition. The most remarkable example is the recent
appearance of indigenous peoples in Africa. According to Cobo’s
working definition, “indigenous...peoples...are those...having a his-
torical continuity with pre-invasion and pre-colonial societies”.
This definition was considered to cover the first occupant of a
certain territory and not to be applied to Africa. This was be-
cause most of all Africans had settled before being colonized by
Europeans and, in most cases, there exists no clear evidence
which tribe had first come to a certain territory.

However, since the mid 1980s, some African ethnic groups be-
gan to identify themselves as indigenous peoples. This stems from
the fact that, in the 1980s, some NGOs in western countries
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which were supporting indigenous peoples began to get involved in Africa and help those discriminated ethnic minorities there. Working with western NGOs, some African ethnic minorities came to realize that their historically suppressed experiences were quite similar to those of indigenous peoples: African ethnic minorities and indigenous peoples have been discriminated by national majorities, prohibited from practicing their particular cultures and using their languages, and deprived of their traditional lands. Some African ethnic minorities, as a result, began to claim their rights to culture, language and traditional lands within the discourse of indigenous peoples’ rights.

In 1989, the first representative of African tribes appeared in the drafting process of the UN Declaration and insisted that their current living conditions should also be dealt with the UN Declaration. Although some African and Asian State delegations resisted applying the UN Declaration to their countries, in the late 1990s, there was a general consensus to apply the UN Declaration universally. Representatives of indigenous peoples considered that it was not only impossible but also unnecessary to define themselves. Instead, they claimed that their right of self-determination should include their right to identify themselves as indigenous.

---

peoples. While the inclusion of African and Asian ethnic groups made it difficult to clearly distinguish indigenous peoples from ethnic minorities, the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights, which emphasizes the importance of recognizing the existence of indigenous peoples in Africa, argues that their self-identification should be respected.

2. The core rights of the UN Declaration

At the CBD COP10, indigenous peoples asserted that their rights, as recognized in the UN Declaration, should be respected in its outcome documents. So let me explain what rights indigenous peoples have in the UN Declaration. The core right of the UN Declaration is the right of self-determination. This was one of the most controversial aspects in its drafting because some State delegations feared it might imply a right to secession. This right was recognized by clearly denying the possibility of secession in Article 46. The substance of indigenous peoples’ right of self-determination is to make indigenous peoples capable of participating in the democratic process and to reconstruct the State by protecting their particularities. As a consequence of the right of

---

10 Yuko Osakada, “Senjuminzoku No Kenri Ni Kansuru Kokuren Sengen No Igi To Kadai - Tochi Ni Taisuru Kenri Wo Chushin Ni Significance and Problems in the UN Declaration on the Rights of
self-determination, the UN Declaration recognizes the right to free, prior and informed consent (FPIC). This right was also met with strong opposition from some State delegations, saying that it might give indigenous peoples the right of veto. As a result of the strong State opposition, the UN Declaration does not necessarily require States to obtain the FPIC of indigenous peoples in all matters that might affect them. Provisions which clearly require States to obtain the FPIC are Article 10 concerning forced settlement and Article 29 concerning storage or disposal of hazardous materials in the territories of indigenous peoples. On the other hand, Article 32 merely obligates States to consult with indigenous peoples in order to obtain their FPIC before approving any project affecting their lands. However the first draft, which was adopted by the Sub-Commission on the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights in 1994, did provide the right to FPIC in this situation. After receiving strong criticism from some States, however, it was turned down. Nevertheless, indigenous peoples interpret this expression as the requirement for their FPIC based on the premise that their consent is an integral part.

---


of the right of self-determination. The other rights which might relate to the CBD are the right to land and resources and intellectual property rights.

3. Indigenous peoples’ claim at the COP10

Based on discussions at the pre-conference at Chukyo University, the International Indigenous Forum on Biodiversity (IIFB) made the following opening statement at the COP10. “In 2007, the United Nations General Assembly recognized and affirmed that Indigenous Peoples have equal rights and freedoms to all other peoples of the world. We are the owners of our territories and fully responsible for the biodiversity, and biological materials and resources belonging to our territories. We have the right to exercise the same power freely enjoyed by other peoples of the world, i.e. the power of free, prior and informed consent when OUR territories and resources are being accessed. We now call upon COP 10 to consider and incorporate the rights, interests and needs of Indigenous Peoples into all decisions of this Conference.” Following this principle, at the drafting process of the Nagoya


Protocol, indigenous peoples insisted that their right of self-determination, intellectual property rights and rights to genetic resources in their territories should be respected, and called for a States’ obligation to obtain their FPIC before accessing their traditional knowledge or their genetic resources.

II. An analysis of the Nagoya Protocol from an indigenous peoples’ perspective  

1. Achievements of the Nagoya Protocol

The Nagoya Protocol improved consideration for indigenous peoples on the following points, showing the influence of the growing international recognition of indigenous peoples’ rights, including the UN Declaration. First, while the CBD Article 8 only ‘encourages’ the equitable sharing of the benefits arising from the utilization of indigenous and local communities’ knowledge, the Nagoya Protocol makes it clear that it applies to

---


traditional knowledge [Article 3] and requires States to take legislative, administrative or policy measures for the benefit sharing with ILCs [Article 5]. Although Article 5 includes a restrictive term, “as appropriate”, such restrictive terms are less frequently used compared with other provisions in the Protocol relating to ILCs, thus it fortifies legal obligations regarding traditional knowledge more than the CBD Article 8. Second, while the CBD had been criticized for ignoring indigenous peoples’ rights to resources by only acknowledging States’ sovereign rights over genetic resources, the Nagoya Protocol finally recognized that the ILCs could hold rights to genetic resources [Article 5]. Third, while the CBD only regulates that access to genetic resources which are provided by States should be on mutually agreed terms [MAT] and subject to prior informed consent [PIC] of States, the Nagoya Protocol requires MAT and PIC with regard to traditional knowledge and genetic resources held by ILCs, though, as we will see later, these requirements should be stipulated in domestic laws [Article 5] and 6 and 7. Fourth, while the Nagoya Protocol obligates user States to take appropriate measures to comply with provider States’ domestic legislation regarding the ABS to genetic resources [Article 15], a similar provision has been included as concerns access to traditional knowledge [Article 16] though it is accompanied by a restrictive

| 8 | T. Greiber et al., supra note 17, p.89. |
term, “as appropriate”.

2. Limitations of the Nagoya Protocol

However, consideration toward indigenous peoples in the Nagoya Protocol is limited on the following points, because of strong concern of some States against the recognition of indigenous peoples’ rights. First, the Nagoya Protocol uses the expression “indigenous and local communities”, following in the footsteps of the CBD, not the expression “indigenous peoples” which implies the right of self-determination and is claimed by indigenous peoples. In this respect, the CBD COP12 made an important decision to use the term “indigenous peoples” in future decisions. I will explain this decision later. Second, the preamble of the Nagoya Protocol just notes the UN Declaration. Based on the strong opposition of Canada, the term “significance” was omitted at a meeting closed to indigenous representatives. Third, several restrictive terms, such as “as appropriate”, “in accordance with domestic legislation” and “with the aim of”, are contained in provisions with regard to ILCs. These are criticized for creating a double standard between ILCs’ rights and those of State parties.

According to Bavikatte, the larger group Parties reiterated that the right of ILCs over genetic resources had to be highly restricted to national discretion since there were no CBD obligations to recognize such a right. It followed that restrictive terms, such as “in accordance with domestic legislation regarding the established rights of these ILCs” (Article 5) and “where they have the established right” (Article 6) are included so as to be interpreted that the recognition of ILCs’ rights over genetic resources is left to national discretion. As regards the provision of access to traditional knowledge (Article 7) the phrase “in accordance with domestic law” was inserted, because some delegations were of the opinion that State parties should have the right to offer PIC. It enabled Article 7 to be interpreted that the PIC of ILCs is required only when domestic legislation provides so.

Fourth, while the Nagoya Protocol provides for the monitoring of the utilization of genetic resources (Article 17) a similar provision was deleted when it came to the monitoring of the utilization of traditional knowledge because of the lack of consensus.

---
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5 Draft Protocol on Access to Genetic Resources and the Fair and
It follows from what has been observed that, at the drafting of the Nagoya Protocol, while indigenous peoples insisted on their right of self-determination, intellectual property rights and rights to genetic resources in their territories by invoking the UN Declaration, some State delegations were unwilling to recognize indigenous peoples’ rights, as this might restrict the right of States over natural resources. The latter led the Nagoya Protocol to include several restrictive terms in provisions concerning ILCs. Indigenous peoples had been criticizing attitudes of State delegations for seeking to insert restrictive terms. They claimed that some States did not realize the States’ sovereign right over genetic resources was not unrestricted and that the Protocol must correspond with internationally approved standards on indigenous peoples. Their claims, however, were not accepted. The Nagoya Protocol, thus, could be interpreted that indigenous peoples’ PIC with regard to access to traditional knowledge or genetic resources which are held by them is required only when domestic law of provider States stipulates so.

III. The COP12 Decision on the use of the term “indigenous peoples”

Even after the Nagoya Protocol was adopted, indigenous peoples have been urging States to use the terminology “indigenous peoples and local communities” instead of “indigenous and local

Equitable Sharing of Benefits Arising from Their Utilization to the Convention on Biological Diversity, Status as of 12 noon, 27 October 2010, Article 13.
communities” ÿIPLCs ÿused in the CBD. The reason why indigenous peoples called on States to use the term “IPLCs” is that they would like to make the CBD and the Nagoya Protocol consistent with the UN Declaration. The expression of “indigenous peoples” was adopted in the UN Declaration in spite of some States’ opposition. Those States had been worrying that it might imply the recognition of peoples’ right of self-determination, including the right to secession for indigenous peoples. Some States, such as the United States had been proposing to use the term “indigenous populations”. Although the UN Declaration made clear that it did not confer the right to secession to indigenous peoples, it became the first international instrument that recognized the right of self-determination for indigenous peoples. The right of self-determination for indigenous peoples is considered as a core right from which other rights of indigenous peoples stem, and means that indigenous peoples are eligible to decide their destinies by, and for themselves. Indigenous peoples would like to make clear that they have the right of self-determination even in the context of biological diversity, by urging the adoption of the term “indigenous peoples”. Indigenous peoples consider that to make the Protocol consistent with the UN Declaration means, for example, that all rights based on customary use must be protected, although the reference to “established” rights in Articles 5 ÿand 6 ÿcould be interpreted to refer to situations where ILCs can demonstrate that their right to genetic resources is affirmed by domestic legislation.

In 2010 and 2011, in response to the IIFB’s demands, the United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues ÿcalled on
the parties to the CBD and the Nagoya Protocol to use the terminology “IPLCs”. In the 2011 preceding paragraph, the PFII rec-
ommended taking a human rights approach in the context of environmental issues. In the 2011 succeeding paragraph, the PFII emphasized the importance of respecting and protecting indige-
nous peoples’ rights to genetic resources consistent with the UN Declaration. It also recommended protecting all rights based on custom-
ary use, not only “established” rights. A series of the PFII’s recommendations, therefore, urged adoption of a human
rights approach in the context of the CBD and the Nagoya Proto-
col. More precisely, they required States to recognize indigenous peoples as subjects of the right of self-determination affirmed in
the UN Declaration by adopting the expression “IPLCs”, and to reinterpre-
t the CBD and the Nagoya Protocol from the perspec-
tive of indigenous peoples’ rights.

Having considered the PFII’s recommendations, the COP12 de-
cided “to use the terminology “indigenous peoples and local com-
munities” in future decisions and secondary documents under the
Convention, as appropriate”. This decision, however, accompanies
the following restrictive paragraphs; “The use of the termi-
nology “indigenous peoples and local communities” in any deci-
sions and secondary documents shall not affect in any way the
legal meaning of Article 8 and related provisions of the Conven-
tion; The use of the terminology “indigenous peoples and local communities” may not be interpreted as implying for


\[\text{Reference: UNEP/CBD/COP/DEC/XII/12 paras.15-16.}\]
any Party a change in rights or obligations under the Convention; the use of the terminology “indigenous peoples and local communities” in future decisions and secondary documents shall not constitute a context for the purpose of interpretation of the Convention on Biological Diversity as provided for in Article 31, paragraph 2, of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties or a subsequent agreement or subsequent practice among Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity as provided for in Article 31, paragraph 3 of and for special meaning as provided for in article 31, paragraph 4, of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties. This is without prejudice to the interpretation or application of the Convention in accordance with Article 31, paragraph 3 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties.”

While the COP12 decided to adopt the expression IPLCs, it denied the possibility of the reinterpretation of the CBD from the perspective of indigenous peoples’ rights. As mentioned earlier, the purpose of a recommendation by the PFII to use the expression IPLCs was to urge State parties to take a human rights approach in the context of the CBD and the Nagoya Protocol, and to reinterpret them from the perspective of indigenous peoples’ rights. The COP12 decision, however, extracted merely a recommendation of the expression IPLCs and, in effect, rejected the remaining recommendations. This decision mainly stems from the fact that the State parties to the CBD did not want to reopen the argument over indigenous peoples’ rights which had taken place in the drafting process of the Nagoya Protocol.

The COP12 decision shows the limitation of the human rights
approach in the field of environmental law. The human rights approach would likely be limited in so far as it means a restriction on States’ rights or profits. In the present case, the recognition of indigenous peoples’ right to genetic resources based on customary use might restrict the States’ sovereign rights over genetic resources. Thus, a consensus over the expression IPLCs could be reached only by denying the possibility of reinterpretation of the CBD from the perspective of the indigenous peoples’ rights. In this respect, some indigenous peoples’ organizations criticized the practice of consensus among the Parties, saying that consensus was not a legitimate approach if its intention or effect was to undermine the human rights of indigenous peoples.

Conclusion

The IIFB has been present in CBD meetings since it was organized at COP3 in 1996. They also played an active role in realizing their rights at the drafting of the Nagoya Protocol. The core right of indigenous peoples is the right of self-determination. The effective participation of indigenous peoples in the drafting process itself partly realizes their right of self-determination, and its outcome document, the Nagoya Protocol, does take their rights into consideration to a certain degree. From the perspective of indigenous peoples’ rights, however, the Protocol with many restrictive terms was not sufficient for respecting their rights. In-
digenous peoples have been trying to bring their rights into the environmental law field, which is generally unrelated to human rights, and to put the highest value on their rights in the environmental law. Nevertheless, as we have already seen, their challenge was not successful to a great degree. These limitations were mainly derived from the fact that, in spite of the participation of indigenous peoples, they were not permitted to table any proposed amendments without a State party’s support, and consensus was sought solely among the State parties at the drafting of the Protocol. Although indigenous peoples have been severely criticizing the State-centered character of international law, its basic structure remained unchanged.

There is still, however, a faint gleam of hope left for indigenous peoples. Some authors argue that the reference to “in accordance with domestic legislation” focuses on the facilitative role of the State in implementing rights of ILCs over genetic resources rather than on the determination of these rights. The argument in favour of this interpretation could be that during the drafting of the Protocol, the term “in accordance with domestic legislation” was seen as less restrictive than “subject to national legislation”, a phrase used in Article 8 of the CBD. There exists, therefore, certain room for having an argument over how to interpret this term at the Conference of Parties of the Nagoya Protocol.

---
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